
Tico Loco Adventures

800 metros sur del bm
PUNTARENAS PROVINCE, Quepos 60601
Costa Rica

Phone: 2777-0010

Tico Loco Adventures is a lot more than just a tour company. With almost 20 years

in Costa Rican tourism, Tico Loco was created on an idea of bringing something

different to our clients. We have been blessed with offices located in the rainforests

and on the rivers of our beautiful country and every day we set out on a new

adventure within them. And just like the river that changes each day, so does our

next adventure. This is Tico Loco Adventures. Pura Vida!<iframe width="560"

height="315" src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/cvOVlwPleoY?controls=0"

frameborder="0" allow="accelerometer; autoplay; encrypted-media; gyroscope;

picture-in-picture" allowfullscreen></iframe> NARANJOOur Naranjo River Adventure

is a half-day tour that begins with a pick-up at your hotel or private residence. As

we head 30 minutes outside of Quepos/Manuel Antonio, we'll describe the plants

and animals you may encounter in this region as well as go over safety procedures.

At the entrance, you’re introduced to a very technical CLASS III and IV set of rapids

that are guaranteed to bring excitement to novice and experienced rafters

alike. NAUYACAOur Nauyaca Waterfall Adventure begins with a pick-up at your hotel

or private residence. We then venture out for a one-hour 4X4 extravaganza! Hold

on and buckle up as we climb deep into the rainforest just outside Manuel Antonio.                                                page 1 / 3



A short hike from our stop will introduce you to Costa Rica’s most sought out

waterfall, Nauyaca. With two waterfalls totaling 100 meters, you have the

opportunity to swim and sunbathe at the base, the more adventurous tourists and

locals may opt for some cliff jumping excitement.  CAMPESINOS
Our Campesinos Waterfall Adventure will start with a pick-up at your hotel or

private residence. We then head up into the mountains on a scenic, off-road

adventure. As we trek deep into the rainforest, we will give descriptions and fun

facts about the culture, area, and animals that you may encounter. Once we arrive

at Los Campesinos Reserve we set off on a light hike into the rainforest to our first

waterfall. This stop includes a swimming hole frequented by locals, and if we are

lucky, an occasional monkey will make an appearance. While splashing around,

your guide for the day will provide a snack that includes local fruit, cookies, water,

and juice. We'll then venture further downstream where we’ll cross a 127 meters

suspension bridge overlooking a breathtaking waterfall below.  SAVEGREOur

Savegre River adventure starts with a pick-up at your hotel or private residence. As

we set out for the day, we will provide fun facts about the local villages we pass

thru and the people that live in them. We’ll trek through the palm fields and up into

the mountains, as we find our entrance to Costa Rica's cleanest river.Our company

Tico Loco will make you feel the best way with phenomenal activities, you will have

the best experience you can ever imagine.

BOOK NOW: https://fareharbor.com/embeds/book/ticolocoadventures/?full-items=ye

s&u=1e47f61c-a408-4806-91a5-e75dcef6c8e8&from-

ssl=no&ga=UA-114722419-1,1165160421.1553634516%3B
TripAdvisor: https://www.tripadvisor.com/Attraction_Review-g309274-d11828751-Re

views-Tico_Loco_Adventures-Manuel_Antonio_National_Park_Province_of_Puntarenas
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